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When I was a boy and I would see scary things in the news, my mother would say to me, ‘Look for the helpers. You will always find people who are helping.’”

Mr. Rogers
92% of the U.S. population is familiar with Twitter (even if they don’t use it)
Twitter Poll...

When you hear Twitter, what pops in your head?

1. Love it, so many ideas, connections, and resources, oh my!
2. I thought it was just for presidents and celebrities and celebrity presidents.
3. I have an account, but I don’t know where to start.
4. The Twitterverse...hello, hello, is there anybody out there??
5. Hashtag did I mention how much I want to retweet, follow and chat with so many edu-rockstars?!
5

Students show learning
Students use built-in annotation tools to capture what they know in Seesaw's digital portfolio

Teachers gain insights
Teachers deeply understand student thinking and progress — enabling them to teach better

Families connect
Families gain a window into their student's learning and engage with school happenings
Dear students,

Please know that your teachers are not enjoying this time away from the classroom. We think about you and miss you very much. We hope you are staying healthy and happy. We miss your smiles. We miss your laughter. We miss your energy. We miss our classrooms with that energy you bring!

Love,
Your teachers
Time for a Chat Check!
Share your ideas with us.
In a dark time, doors will sometimes magically open and let us step inside to the warmth and light of a community.

~ Kate DiCamillo
Contact me:
Liz Garden
liz_garden@wrsd.net
Twitter: @PrincipalGarden
Voxer: principalgarden

Now that we have
everyone washing their
hands correctly.

Next Week: Turn
Signals!!!